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A merger, a demerger, two floats
and a new UK Number One

At the excellent Regent Conference in Jan. 96, CGS☂ COO
Geoff Unwin related Holway☁s fear when launching System
House in 1989 that there would not be enough corporate
news to fill 12 pages each month. Ifany month couldprove

the stupidity of that fear it was March 1996!

Data Sciences
Data Sciences was due to be the first of a series of high

quality IT services new issues. But on the 4th March, after
a week of non-stop work, it was announced that IBM UK

would be purchasing Data Sciences instead and the float
was cancelled. IBM paid £95m plus assuming £3.9m

debt
That equates to an exit P/E of about 25 or 20 on the
more profitable continuing professional services
operations. To be fair, it was a ☜no brainer" for ClNVen
who held 75% of the equity. The original MBO team and
other managers also did well. They invested at £1 a share
back in 1991. When Andy Roberts took over the troubled
group in 1993 those shares were probably worth no more
than 1p. The IBM deal valued the M30 shares at£3. 15.

But readers will anticipate our feelings on yet another of

the very few remaining £100m+ UK-owned SCSI
companies falling into foreign ownership. If only one of
the other UK-owned companies had been prepared to
match that price!

IBM (Note: Broadvlew acted for IBM)
We strongly suspect that further acquisitions will be made
by IBM UK. IBM's Brian Sellwood stressed to us that he
wanted to build a ☜well balanced operation☝. In other words,
having just significantly strengthened the SI and
consultancy arenas, it makes outsourcing - where IBM
now looks relatively small - the most favoured next target.

Top UK Supplier?
As we reported in the Feb. 96 System House, IBM UK
had increased their SCSI revenues earned in the UK
market by about 25% to £450-460m in 1995. Le. £560m
with the Data Sciences acquisition. So with a growth rate
of 20% that makes £650m - £700m possible for 1996.
Indeed IBM UK☂s goal is £1b by 1998.
Last year's leading UK SCSI supplier - ICL - increased its
revenues bya relatively modest 12% from £455m to
£510m in 1995.
We estimate that with GM, Xerox and Unigraphic's
revenues, EDS UK earned £525m in the UK in 1995 - up
50% from a like-for-like £345m in 1994. With known new
EDS contracts, we estimate EDS' UK revenues of £600m
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So with Data Sciences, IBM UK (on our strict definitions)

and Germany. so can now claim leadership in

5IBM UK SCSI + Data Sciences e 560.0m

V☜ (Note: Full reviews of the UK leaders in next

Triad

Triad has forecast PBT of £2.4m to the end Mar. 96, up

forecast P/E of 19.15. No new money was raised by the

(but by no means all) of their shareholding. The shares

F! Group

value of £69.8m. The P/E of 20.8 is based on expected

The float will raise about £18.5m of which £5.2m net is

CE Heath at last announced the demerger of its SCSI

insurance activities. Basically CE Heath☂s shareholders

to 31 st Mar 96 of £6.5m before exceptionals. l.e. the same

- £650m in 1996.

would have been the largest SCSI supplier to the UK
market in 1995. IBM already leads such rankings in France

the Top Three markets in Europe. It looks as

Top Suppliers of Software and Services
to UK Market in 1995

EDS UK £ 525.0m

ICL UK SCSI E 510.0m

month☂s System House and, of course, in the 1996 Holway
Report.)

Readers must be aware of our high regard for Triad. (See
System House Mar. 96).

from 21.1 m in 1995. The shares were placed this month
at 135p; meaning a market capitalisation of £34m and a

sale of c30% of the equity. John Rigg, Alistair Fulton and
various VCs and trusts all took the opportunity to sell part

rocketed to 178p on the first day of trading and ended
March on 183p - a PIE of around 25.

This must have made Fulton Hilary Cropper☂s blue eyed
boy. Fl Group's shares were priced at 235p, inferring a

PBT up 41% to at least £4.6m (excluding 21m float
expenses) to 30th April 96.

new money. Dealings start 10th April.
Rebus

activities - i.e. Peterborough Software, Datasure and
others now to be known as Rebus Group - from its "core"

will be offered one Rebus share for each one they hold.
This values Rebus at around £50m. Rebus forecasts PBT

as last year. Rumours abound that the Rebus float might
go the same way as Data Sciences.
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Could Hoskyns become Really Boring again?
In February 1996, at their annual conference, we

presented Hoskyns Group with an "honorary" System
House Boring Award. In the thirteen years to 1990,
Hoskyns had one of the most consistent growth records
of any SCSI company operating in the UK. Despite
repeated changes of ownership, their performance would
certainly have more than qualified them fora Boring Award.
Indeed, ten years ago, Hoskyns was the lead supplier of
SCSI services to the UK market, was about to become a

quoted company and was not only the lead FM supplier
but probably had in excess of 50% of the UK outsourcing
market.
It would be easy to blame the downturn in the early 19905
on the slowdown in the UK economy, the uncertainties
over the direction of technological change or the new
competition created by EDS, 080 and others. But the

situation at Hoskyns was made worse by losing the
Plessey contract as ownership changed. The wider
difficulties faced by its new parent CGS did not help either.
But. perhaps, Hoskyns also lost its way a bit too.

Whatever the reasons, Hoqu/ns not only sacrificed their
unbroken profit growth record, but also slipped down the

rankings. Indeed in the FM/outsourcing rankings, Hoskyns

slipped even more and currently would have difficulty
claiming even a10% share of that fast growing market.
Hoskyns is the UK subsidiary of French Cap Gemini
Sogeti (CGS). For FY1995 CGS reported its first profit in

four years since 1991 - albeit a minimal FFr52 million on
revenues up 11% at FFr11.3 billion. A major programme
to strengthen the balance sheet was announced, now the
intentions (or rather lack of them) of Daimler-Benz towards
exercising theiroption to acquire a majority stake has been
resolved. This will bring the complex structure of CGS
together into one organisation which, we hope, in future
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will not require a PhD to understand.
Hoskyns results forthe yearto 31st December 1995 were
the best ever. Revenues increased by 19% to £269.2m.
Indeed, continuing UK revenues increased even more
substantially by 29% to £242.3m. It should be remembered
that in 1994 Hoskyns sold back its Project Manager
Workbench (PMW) interests to the owners - ABT Corp.
This had contributed £8.8m of revenues in 1994. Staff
increased from 3,597 to 3,950.

Net operating profit (Le. after interest received) increased
by 47% to £20.46m - the highest on record. That's a really
quite attractive 7.6% profit margin. We should however
point out that Hoskyns☁ operating profit does not always
bear too much relationship to the PET as contained in the
REA at Companies House. As in any transnational, the
published results are a little "foggy" but having said that,
official PBT will have increased from £5.1m to £16.5m.
This does, of course, mean that Hoskyns has to pay only
£1 .9m corporation tax in the UK.
Finance, Industry and Retail are still the largest sectors
for Hoskyns. It is outsourcing - what Hoskyns terms as
Information Systems Management - which hascontributed
the major part of the growth. Indeed, the British Gas deal,
followed in 1996 by the British Steel/OMS deal, should

boost outsourcing growth still further. CMS will add around
£20 - £25m a year when it is fully up and going.

Hoskyns has a long way to go to rival EDS or even 080,

but at least Hoskyns is now improving its rankings and

market share again.
So what of the future?
We expect revenues in excess of £325m in 1996 with

some further margin improvement overthe 7.6% achieved

in 1995 leading to operating profits of at least £25m.

Of course, such results make Hoskyns a very attractive -

and valuable - company.

Aitracfive..... to any predator
wanting to boost outsourcing

revenues. For a possible
candidate, one needs to look no

further than the openly declared

intentions of IBM UK, post the
Data Sciences purchase (p1).
There are few other candidates

of such size and stature which

might even remotely be available.

Valuable....as the CMG float has

shown only too well, Hoskyns

would command a market

capitalisation of at least £350m

based on current market values.

Could Hoskyns float again? Well

remember that last time it was

parent Martin Marietta which put
a 25% stake into play. Although
the reasons were complex, YOU
may remember that Martin

Marietta was having just a feW
trading problems of its own and
needed the money to strengthen
its own balance sheet.
Is it so far fetched to draW
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(SpargoConsulting .
Spargo Consulting was a new issue back in June 94 at
95p. They'were of particular interest to us asthey are
engaged in application management (AM) and l't'statf
contracting. Spargo had consistently reported profit»
margins of 20% due to ☜tight control of costs☜ and long
term contracts with blue chip customers.
But they suffered a big pro ts hit☂in 1995 relating to a
☜one-off full and final payment to the Inland Revenue in
respect of employees PAYE and N10 on room! sum
allowances☝. This liability was, noted in the placing
document but, at that time, ☜th'ejdlrectars were of the
opinion that there were reasonable grounds to refute the
claim and no provision has been made".
ln the year to 31st Dec. 95, revenues increased by 23%
to £7.4m but, for the reasons described above relating to
the settlementtjf the dispute with the Inland Revenue for
£323K, PBT reduced by 26% to £902K. The previously
high profit margin of 20% had been reduced to 12%. EPS
reduced by 30%. g . . - .

Spargo Consulllng plc
Five Year Revenue and PET Record
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Chairman Bob Morton said that "current trading and
prospects are buoyant and showing encouraging growth
over last year". '

Serco Group
There is little doubt that Serco appears to be at the very
periphery of the kind of company that we should cover.
The problem is that they describe themselves as ☜the high
tech. FM company". in the year to 31st Dec. 95 revenues
increased by 24% to £323m, PBT was up 21% to £15.2m
and EPS advanced by 25%. Around 70% - or £228m - of
revenues were from the UK. On the Surface therefore they
could be ranked as one of the largest FM suppliers to the

UK market.
But then it gets more complex. The problem is that Serco
is involved in facilities management in its truest sense.

l.e. it manages real property related tacilities. For example
it has just been awarded a £180m FM contract to provide
services to three MoD ports. It also manages 11,000
council houses for Sutton council.
But we reckon that around 30% of revenues - i.e. about
£68m in the UK - relate to IT/high tech. Indeed systems
engineering represents around 20% of revenues (and 25%
of profits) "focused on comprehensive solutions to
communications, monitoring and control requirements☝.  

J

if you want to ignore/exclude Serco then fine. But don☂t L
forget it is exactly Serco's kind of managed service arena
that is already the target for Capita and many other UK
IT outsourcing providers.
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Shock news ☜Meal eats diner"
In Feb, 94, Nesco sold its Nigerian interests, turned itself
into a SCSI company called DCS, undertook a rights issue
at 55p, bought Motis, G.S.l UK and a 51% stake in ED&S
(Spain) - expanding their position in the motor dealer
systems market where they are one of the market leaders
after Kalamazoo. Flay Spence was appointed CEO.
DCS☁ biggest acquisition was of CSI (☜supply chain
management☝) in June 95 for a max. £8.2m.
Latest results for the six months to 31st Dec. 95 show
revenues up 258% to £14.3m, PBT up over ten-fold from
£105K to £12m and EPS up from 0.88p to 4.27p. The
shares ended Mar. on 85p - that☂s a pretty healthy 55%
rise since the rights issue.
You might therefore be as surprised as we were to learn
that Flay Spence + two non execs have resigned due to
what is officially described as ☁irreconci/able differences
within the board".
Having sat on a dozen or so boards we would guess the
story went approx. as follows. Spence has long term
relationship with CSI and, after much courtship,
consummates an acquisition. Paying a max. of £8.2m (half
cash, half shares) for a company with revenues of £13.5m
and PBT of £716K seemed fair. But it was a big bite for
the smaller DCS to make. Bob Williams, Chairman, CEO

and main shareholder in CS! became Dep. Chairman of
008.
In the event, CSI performed brilliantly but....delays inthe
new version of 008☂ Global DMS product meant that this
part of the business made "a small operating loss". DCS
addresses this by appointing Chris Merriman - from chief
rivals Kalamazoo - as MD and the project is now "back on
schedule".
It would not take a genius to imagine the ensuing board
meetings. But how would you choose between Williams
("b/unt☝ personality, major shareholder, i/c strongest part

of group) v Spence (minimal shareholding, associated
with weakest part of group but the person who put the
whole thing together)?
Indeed even Chairman Flobin Lodge admitted to us that
☜grown people do not always make it easy☝. He choose
Williams...and Spence vacated his office. We joked with
Spence on many occasions that DCS would be a victim
of ☜acquisition indigestion☝and, in a convoluted way,that☁s

exactly what has happened. The meal has extracted
terminal revenge on the diner.

 

BCE Holdings
BCE, which still has its snooker halls activities, undertook

some of the larger acquisitions of 1994 when it bought

Software Creations and Rage Software for £14m.
Results for six months to 31st Dec. 95 show revenues up
70% at £4.1m but a loss of £1 .2m compared with £199K
PBT last time. Delays in contract signing for new games

was blamed.

 

Inventure Ltd is a new "let's build an IT group from
scratch by multiple acquisitions" company set up by
Michael Adama and backed by 3i and Thompson Clive.

This month it has acquired Astrogamma of New York

(currency option pricing systems) for £7m.

 

Schrader Ventures☁vc Fund N, which will invest in]
our type of company, raised £110m in just 8 months.

 

CSCTom Williams has been appointed President of the
newly merged CSC UK + ISM divisions.
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Pegasus
Pegasus really seems to be living up to its namesake -

the winged horse of Greek mythology that fell to earth

only to take off again. "Through the efforts and

achievements of the past three years we are now well

positioned to give priority to the expansion of the business"

said Chairman P Sellers.

Pegasus is (was?) one of the leading suppliers of financial

accounting and business software productsin the UK
market. However, they hit a purple patch back in 1991/92
which resulted in the very public removal of their founder/
CEO - Derek Moon. Jonathan Hubbard-Ford was
appointed in his place.
Results for the year to 31st December 1995 show PBT

up 268% at £893K on revenues up a third at £6.43m. On
the surface EPS declined by 19% to 10.3p, but "the

previous year included the benefit of a significant prior

year tax credit, without which EPS would have been 2.4p".

Despite considerable (23m) capital expenditure on their

"new purpose built and equipped office" Pegasus still

had cash and short term deposits of over E4m at the year

end.

These really do appear to be an excellent set of results
as they show that the core software - and related services

- grew strongly. indeed, sales of their new "flagship"

product - Opera - increased by 63%.

As readers will know it was the previous policy of

channelling most of the associated services revenues via
VARs/dealers that (in our opinion) caused most of

Pegasus' earlier problems. Most of their (previously more

successful) competitors make significant revenue from
services which has the added attraction of not
disappearing so fast during times of market downturn. it
is therefore interesting that "a significant and growing
proportion of Pegasus' revenues are derived from

services, including annual licences fees, software support
contracts and training. Service revenues grew rapidly in
1995 and now contribute approx. 30% of total revenues ☝.

it is worth noting, however, that such services revenues

are over 50% of revenues in Pegasus' main competitors.
It just shows how much more improvement is possible!

Radius
"Whatgoes round, comes around". Recovery followed by
setback is becoming a rather monotonous (we were going
to say boring, but refrained) tale at Radius plc. Acquisitive
Radius are involved in a wide (some might suggest too
wide) range of vertical areas.
Latest results for the year to 31st December 1995 showed
revenues up just 5% at 226.1 m but PBT up 25% at £1 .81 m
and EPS up 52%. Net cash increased by £1m to £3.9m.
But this just puts them back to the earnings performance

achieved a decade ago in 1985.

"Printing and Public sectors both exceeded expectations.
Retail, Commercial and the Professional businesses all
performed well in competitive markets. Growth in revenues
were particularly marked in relation to the supply of our

software packages, where initial values were almost 40%

ahead of the previous year". But, not unsurprisineg there

was a decline in hardware maintenance revenues.

Chairman Mike Roberts looks forward "to reporting

continued progress at the half year☝,

Radius shares ended Mar. 96 on 60p - up 15% on the
year and 122% above the 27p low suffered in 1994.

 

N 
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Logica
Logica's results for the six months to atst Dec. 95 were
good but hardly exceptional. PET was up 25% at 29m
and EPS up 26%. But revenues grew by just 14% to
£128.9m. Margins were up from 6.4% to 7%.
But revenues item the UK market were up by a "below
market average" Lorca - Revenues b Client Location
12% whereas

UK
revenues from Con nema.
the North Europe ,
American market ☜WAN☝

the old
perennial trouble .
spot for Logica - actually declined by 7%. Continental
Europe, where margins improved to 8.7%, was
surprisingly a particularly strong area. "Signi cant growth
was achieved in Gennany".☁Growth In the Middle East
was offset by small declines in the ☂Far East and
Australasia. . .

But it does look as it Logica could do better in the next
period. "Order intake for the period is ahead of last
year...we have been working on a significant number of
very large proposals which have a very longgestation
period". Indeed CEO Martin Read listed tour contracts
Logica was currently bidding - all with order values well
in excess ot'210m. Logica is unlikely to lose them all!
Logica is already a world♥class company a it now has to
show it can become a world sizedcompany. We had
hoped they would purchase one of the very few remaining
sizeable UK SCSI companies. Indeed the latest interim

statement confirms that Logica has "considereda number
of acquisition possibilles...but has not been able to
conclude any transactions at prices we felt appropriate".
Logica now has a capitalisation around £348m, so a

purchase of "say £95m☝would have been under 30% of

  

 

  
     

      

Logica☁s value.
Parity announced revenues up

PAR|TY 44% at£128m, PBT up 57% at
£6.5m and EPS up 44% in the

 

year to alst Dec. 95.
CSS Trident increased revenues by a rather lower than
market average 17% to £83m. However, CEO Paul
Davies told us that 088 Trident is now not so much the
lowest cost IT staff agency but "more a services operation
competing with the established systems houses". Keith
Jennings☂ Parity Solutions - boosted by the ACT
purchase in Dec. 94 - now has revenues of £31m (£7m)
and represented 25% of Parity☁s total revenues.
Revenues from Europe, "now rebranded under the
Eurosoft banner", contributed a further £14m.

Parity now has 2,250 fee earners of which 350 are
permanent staff and an order book of £54m.

Niche acquisitions are still very mUCh on the cards. They
will be of services - rather than product - oriented
companies with IT training, logistics, systems
development etc. being particularly favoured.
"Steady growth from the professional IT resources
business in the UK and further margin improvements in
Parity Solutions " are expected.
You could have bought Comac shares three years ago
at 18p. Parity closed Mar. 96 on 209p.
[Systems Integrated Research (SiR) (multimedia educational

 

software group) joined AIM at the end at March 96 at 115p
raising 23m of new money and valuing SiR at £15.4m.
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Inféfessanl☂ Ares had revenues of £8.4m and PET of £700K in the year
After buying Belgian systems house 091?☜)! 10" 954'☜ 'aSt to 30th Sept. 95. Ares employs 130 staff and specialises on
May. Admiral has announced the acquismon of French Ares client semen network and industrial Systema
SA and its subsidiaries Decylog SARL and Abaqus SA After being pipped to the post by syntegm on Europe

for FFMOm (£52m) inmaHV Plus a" es☁ima☁ed £19m Iniormatique a few months ago. voila qui contribue aux
dependent on performance to 31st Dec. 96. ambitions européennes dIAdmiraL
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initial £4.83m cash plus the rest in shares to be retained
for 3 years. An additional £1m is payable on profits to
1998. Tesoft provides automotive software.
Sema has acquired Mouncey & Partners Ltd., which

specialises in public sectorconsultancy. Mouncey had 41
staff and earned revenues of £2,76m in the year to 31st

Dec. 95. No consideration was disclosed. Sema also

announced that it had sold its Pleiades payroll and

personnel suite to French Sopra SA.

IBM (UK) followed up its Data Sciences purchase by
acquiring mainframe maintenance company ISL
Integrated Services which employs 41 in the UK and 11
in Sweden and had revenues of £4.3m in 1995. No

consideration was disclosed, but we assume it was small.
Mac mail-order storage specialist Business Data

Comms. Systems has called in the receivers.
Oxford Molecular has acquired the Unichem software
product range from Cray Research.

Leading Technology (t/as Protek)
Having undertaken the market due diligence, it's a bit
difficult to report more than the public statement that BZW
Equity has taken a 31% stake in Protek where Geoff
Evans is CEO. BZW bought out the shares owned by Mike
Berman and others. Protek currently has revenues of

£1 Om and is now concentrating on its IT services business.
If Protek☁s plans are met, it could be one of the best

investments for BZW in a long while. Afloat is anticipated
in ☜5 to 7 years". Can we wait that long?

Quality Software Products ,
QSP was floated at 380p in March 1993. In Nov. 95
investors contributed £14.7m in at 535p rights issue. but
in Feb. 96, QSP issued a profits warning and the shares
dived from 708p to 355p. The same menthAlan Benjamin
took on the responsibility oi Chairman taking over from
founder Alan Mordaln who remained as CEO.
Revenues increased by 30% to 221.4 in the year tostst
Dec. 95. At the headline level PBTdecreased by 80% to
£502K and EPS was down 81 % at 5.2p. In other words.
the results were largely as expected.
We say "headline" because. as readers will know only
too well. we have (it seems) played our part in making
QSP a cause céiébre in the capitalisation ofH&D debate.
So much so that Benjamin promised a "robust" approach
to the press on such matters when appointed. So, we
give him full marks for stating on page one of his first
Chairman's Statement that "net software capitalisation
of £3. 1m" was incurred in the year. In other words the
operating profit of £1.25m would have read a loss of

£1.9m. £16.8m out of QSP☁s net assets of £20.7m are
now accounted for by "intangible assets☝ v Le. mainly
capitalised R&D.
Benjamin is "confident that we shall, during the course of

the year. acquire the contracts which were delayed at the
endotlastyear☝. He has also "transferred some 50people
to revenue eaming activities☜.
We are delighted that QSP is now "keenly focused on
profitability! But we would still like that to be after
expensing RM) fike most of QSP's competitors.
QSP shares fell by another 14% to end March on 253p. J       

MAID, provides on-line third

party market research
information, and was a new EASVACCESSTOWE ☜it"ka
issue at 110p in March 1994. In Sept. 95, MAID announced
a deal to provide its services to the Microsoft Network
and they launched onto NASDAQ raising about £25m net.
Although revenues increased by 54% to £13.6m for the
full year to 31 st Dec. 1995 a loss of £4.04m was reported
compared with PBT of £1.3m in 1994. However, to be

fair. this was "in line with the board's expectations at the

time of the NASDAQ offer". This offer also strengthened
the balance sheet somewhat. MAID ended the year with
cash of £22m.
EasyAccess? We should point out that the losses are
actually much worse. MAID capitalises its R&D and

"intangible assets" increased by £3.5m ♥ from £2.7m to
£6.2m - in the year.

In a "year of remarkable development", MAID doubled

the number of new customers signed and now has over
1,200 corporate clients worldwide.

We have no objection to Chairman Michael Mander saying
that "the prospects for MAID are exciting ". Whether you
feel you cantake this level of excitement is clearly up to
you. In a market which is changing so rapidly that a month
can witness changes which previously took a generation,
MAID will have to take care that the very valueadded
services it offers are not eclipsed overnight by some new
development or free offer.
Hard Facts? MAID's share price has been volatile - to

say the least . After hitting a high of 355p in Nov. 95, they
fell to 270p at the time of the rights issue and have fallen
significantly since to end Mar. 96 on 233p.

   

p t E . R . S . O . N .A Persona is a distributor of
PC network and comms.

products and was a new issue back in April 1994 at 160p.
Its performance since has been exemplary.
In December 1995, Persona undertook its largest ever

acquisition by buying Financiére Top Log of France for

£19.9m, funded by a£23.1m rights issue, and thereby

effectiver doubling their size.

Results for the year to 31st Dec. 95 showed revenues up
69% at £53.4m. PBT up 38% at £2.8m - £100K ahead of
the directors' forecasts at the time of the Top Log
acquisition - and EPS up 24%.
The distribution bit increased revenues by71% to £50.8m
and PBT by 31% to £2.5m. Therefore gross margins fell
to around 5% - a trend which is expected to continue.

Faculty Ltd. - the training and services activity - grew

revenues by 35% to £2.5m and PBT by 10% to £329K.

Chairman. Wayne Channon "looks tom/ard to 1996 with

great enthusiasm☝. Given that the group will be at least
twice as big in 1996, it could be a very exciting year for a
company which so far seems to have done no wrong and

is clearly distributing products in the fastest growing sector
of the market connected with the Inter and Intranet.
Persona shares ended Mar. down 3% at 251p.

Phaneiink
Phonelink has announced a placing aimed at raising £15m
~ priced at between 165p and 185p - in order to develop
and market its Tel-Me sen/ices. Phonelink also anticipated
losses of £6.7m for the year to 31st March 1996 on
turnover which was "expected to have doubled to £4.3m ".
Subscribers have doubled from 1,450 to 5,550..
The shares closed March 1996 down 2% on 169p.
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CMG _. , .
We have covered CMG on. many occasions in the last
few months; CMG floated in Dec. 95 at 290p. Theyended
Mar. seat 495p. tie; a 71% premium in 3 months]._☁l☁hereby
they unlocked the doorto several othel☁qualtt'y it" services
companies to seek a listing'in☁ the rst halfof 1996. ☁

than £1 9.5m to 31 st Dec. 95. In the event PBT increased
by38% to Emma (albeit before float expenses of £1.6m).

float costs) increased by 47% to 21 p. v .
Operating profits (before oat costs) increased by42%to
£19.7m in 1995 and represent an operating margin of 10%.
Eat your heart out all those IT services 050s as. many
of our readers!) who try tosuggest that such margins are
impossible! .
The results were interesting also because they showed
that the Dutch market - CMG's largest market ♥ had grown

by a massive 37% to £127.8m. In the Netherlands, CMG

had achieved a Stress-operating pro t of £19.6m - is. an
operating margin of 15.3%! This was ☜helped to a small

degree by some of our competitors being distracted by
reorganisation and takeover problems." Who could they
be referring too!
On the other hand CMG UK had managed onlyan industry
average revenuegrowth of 14% to £49.2m. Even 'with
operating profits up over two~thirds, at £1.8m, that still
only equates to a margin of just 3.6%.

Revenues from Germany increased by c80% to £19.5m ♥
helped, of course, by the acquisition of Pecom for an

estimated £7.8m in 1995. Although Germany is back in
profit of a minimal £12K after the losses of £603K in 1994
"the German economy is still facing dif culties. Some 30%
of CMG☁s business in Germany in 1995 came from the
manufacturing sector. which tends to be one of the first
casualties of a downturn in investment".
Profits of £24.5m and EPS up 12% are forecast for the
eunent year. Source FT. 13th March 1996.

 

CMG had gone to, market with a forecast 981' of not less

Revenues were up34% at £196.5m. EPS (also before

  

Moorepay
Moorepay is one of the oldest established SCSI
companies, supplying payroll processing services since

1966. Given its 30 years in the business, it has hardly
been a dramatic performer.
Although revenues for the year to 31st Dec. 95 increased
by 20% they are still just £4.6m. PBT increased by two-
thirds to £1.14m and EPS was up 63%.

However, 1995 did have its excitement for Moorepay and
its shareholders. ln Aug. 95 it transferred to theAlM market

from Rule 4.2 at 83p. It has since performed exceptionally
well, closing Mar. 96 on 200p.
☜The current year has started well" says Chairman A
Nichol. Moorepay acquired three small payroll businesses

in 1995 and "negotiations continue with a number of

companies for the purchase of payroll processing

business".

 

MSB International
It was reported (Source - Mail on Sunday 24th Mar. 96) that MSB

International is to float with a value of £35m in April. M58

is an IT staff agency and claims revenues of £39m and
profits of £3.4m.
Given the pedigree of the directors, the "unsatisfactory"

nature of the conversations we had with them this month
and our current inability to obtain their R&A, it is probably

wise for us not to comment further.

  

INSTEM
INSTEM plc is one of the lesser known SCSI companies

- perhaps because they specialise in computerised control
systems.
Their performance has been good ♥ like making a profit in
every one of its 27 years - but hardly consistent and
certainly not exciting. ..
Although revenues increased by 27% to a record £21 .8m
in the yearto 31 st Dec. 1995, PETwas up a more modest
8% at £1 .24m. EPS similarly advanced by 8%.

It looks as if the year was "mixed" with order intake at
£17.9m described as "lower than planned". Delays in
orders from the UK utilities sector and the international
pharmaceutical industry were blamed. But INSTEM has
such large chunky contracts that year on yearcomparisons
can be misleading.

INSTEM is currently a USM company but is considering
moving to AIM rather than onto the full market which we

would have expected.
INSTEM shares ended March static at 172p.

(Delphi
The last two years has seen conslderable change at
Computer People ~ not least its name Change to Delphi
Group in June 1995. Since Tony Reeves took over as

CEO in 1994, they have'acquired The Span Consultancy
(£5.5m), VNG Group (£1042m), US Automated

Conceptslnc. ($2m) , CathyTracey & Associates (22m)
and DB] Assoclates for £1.75m.

The results for year to 31 st Dec. 1995 showed not only a

79% increase in revenues to £175m - not totally
exceptional given the acquisition activity ~ but a 144%
increase in operating profit to £9.8m. a PET of £9.0m
Compared With a loss of £391 K (after the exceptionals of

24m) in 1994. EPvaas 25.42p which was an impressive
75% increase over the pre exceptional EPS in 1994. The
acquisitions made in 1995 cost £3.9m and contributed
£3.7m revenue and £252K PBT to Delphi's results.

 

Delphl Group plc (was Computer People) I"
Eleven Year PET and EPS Record

Relatlve to 1985

in: un nu m. nu nu mi uu num. m-

 

Revenues from the UK almost doubled to £126.5m and
US revenues were up 19% at £34.3m. However, revenues
from continental Europe were up from £2.5m to £14.2m.
All geographic locations were profitable with operating
profits of £8.74m in the UK - equivalentto a 6.9% margin.
Clearly Delphi is riding what it calls ☜a long term trend
towards outsourcing and flexible resourcing☝. This
provides Delphi "with a strong platform for continuing to
improve the return to our shareholders in 1996".
Delphi shares ended March up 4% at 384p.   J
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C5☂ ""19" UP 70% m 07 26th Mar. 96 CSI Index
The CSI Index rose by 2% - that makes 10% in the first three I-☁I'SE 100
months! The FTSEt 00 is largely unchanged since 1st Jan. -

MAID, up 33%, recovered some lost ground (p7), Sherwood

gained 25% on excellent results (p11). Coda was up 12% as

 

Rodney Potts told the AGM that Q1 I'eVEHUES had increased MC,th (23/ng . 25/3/96) _2_o7%

by 23%. Indeed revenues from the open version of CODA From 15th Apr 89 +147.6o% +78.27%
financials were up 150%. Standard Platforms slumped From 151113" 90 ☜69-10% +54»99%
another 29% to take the wooden spam as the worst Fm☜ 15☝☝ 9☁ *249'78% +6945?☜

. . . _ From 1st Jan 92 +136.97% +4684 A
performing and now smallest company in the list. Shares In From 15☁ Jan 93 65.37% 48.61%
Firecrest slumped 27% on news that it was to raise a further From 151 Jan 94 +48.30% +7_09%
£1 .5m by placing 3m shares at 50p to raise cash "for further From 151 Jan 95 +65.16% +19.48%

working capital in the short term". Fm" 151 Jan 95 +9~53% 43-77%

S stem House SCSI Share P ces and Ca ltalisation
Share pnoe Share price Capltallsatlo Capltallsation

Share Price Capltailsatlon Historic Ratlo CSI Index % move % move move (2m) move (Em)
26/3/96 2 EBB/96 Em PIE 0 6 26/3/96 ' n09 26/2/96 in 1996

£125.00m . . 7246.39 . 22.25%
£137.20m . . 2217.39 . 0.99%

Britlsh Data Management £30.00m . . 1216.00 . 22.58%
Caplta £1 80.00m . . 9099.10 . 6.32%
Cedardata £51.10m . . 1590.45 . 0.60%
Centregold £15.90m . . 296.00 . -31.49%
Cllnlcal Computing £6.48m . 322.58 41.11% 29.03%
CMG £316.00m . 1706.90 13.01% 50.45%
Coda £70.20m . 1123.40 11.86% 23.36%
Compel £30.40m . . 1 592.00 245% 5.29%
Computerised Financm £4.41m . . 1000.00 4.55% 5.88%
Cray Electronics £104.30m . 257.31 2.33% 6.02%
CRT £90.50m . . 1438.39 3.88% 16.52%
DCS Group £16.10m _ . 1416.67 4.16% 13.33%
Delphl Group £97.90m . . 1580.25 3.78% 3.78%
Dlvislon Group £29.90m . 1700.00 49.07% 40.87%
DRS Data 81 Research £10.90m . 290.91 3.23% 28.00%
Eldos £64.20m . 8130.00 10.61% 17.32%
Electronic Data Processlng £22.30m . . 2602.57 44.14% -26.72%
Flrecrest £1 3.80m . . 2075.00 -26.55% -31.97%
Flomerlcs £5.38m . . 1615.38 094% 11.70%
Gresham Computing £18.00m . . 591.40 22.22% 30.95%
INSTEM £7.74m . . 1720.00 0.00% 058%
JBA Holdings £133.30m . . 2443.75 0.51% 0.00%
Kalamazoo £21.20m . . 3065.71 0.00% -6.09%
Kewill £50.70m . 1616.60 0.99% 1 6.52%
Leerrnonth s. Burchen £37.00m . 1208.33 1.40% -49.12%
Loglca £342.70m 1490.41 11.02% 18.52%
Lorlen £12.00m . 2100.00 -6.67% 1.45%
Lynx Holdings £79.10m , . 2050.00 -8.89% 17.14%
Macro 4 £05.70m . . 1669.35 024% -2.13%
MAID 2213.701" _ 2118.18 33.14% 0.87%
McDonnell IS (MDIS) £01.00m . . 311.54 22.73% 97.56%
Micro Focus £99.20m . 3140.10 12.46% 15.04%
Mlcrogen £71.10m . . 769.23 -3.74% 0.56%
Mlcrovltec £45.00m . . 1439.02 4.42% 20.41%
Mlsys £611.80m . , 1801.00 1.54% 27.02%
MMT £35.30m . _ 1797.62 5.28% 22.76%
Moorepey 1:1 5.20m . , 2409.64 0.00% 26.56%
MR Group £52.50m . . 373.02 4.44% 34.29%
OmnIMedia £9.64m . 733.33 9.33% -1 5.38%
On Demand 2102.00m . 2564.10 7.53% 53.95%
Oxlord Molecular £179.00m . 3500.00 470% 14.29%
☜P £115.70m . . 650.22 523% «1.61%
Partly £88.20m . . 11611.07 3.95% 19.43%
Pegasus £14.70m . . 634.88 14.78% 10.95%
Persona £62.20m . . 1568.75 346% -11.62%
Phonellnk £67.50m . 1090.32 -2.31% -11.05%
Proteus £19.60m 714.29 5.26% 50.00%
cuellty Software 231.4061 . . 665.79 -1 3.65% -61.43%
Radius £16.70m . . 434.78 13.21% 13.21%
Real Time Control £17.40m . . 5061.22 15.89% 40.11%
W £06.60m . . 2794.29 6.54% 14.79%
Rolls 5: Nolan £38.00m . . 3619.05 1.33% 13.01%
Sage Group £370.90m . . 13307.69 2.67% 6.46%
Sanderson Electronics £59.60m . . 2451.06 2.86% 1.41%
Same Group £617.20m . 2009.1 8 12.67% 22.76%
Sherwood £20.00m . . 1933.33 24.73% 25.41%
Spargo Consulting £21.40m . . 1300.00 43.64% 18.75%
Standard Platforms £3.91m 55.55 -28.57% 24.24%
Superscepe £56.10m 3373.74 -14.14% 56.07%
Total £2.80m . . 528.30 21.74% 33.33%
Trace £4.93m . . 200.00 279% <1 2.50%
Vega Group £53.60m . . 3073.77 3.31 % 4.75%
Vlrtuallty £69.20m 1470.59 17.37% 0.40%
Wakeboume £5.02m . . 122.22 10.00% 25.71%
Zer o £26.30m . 2923.09 1.79% 67.65%
Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 151h April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.
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Vituality speciatises in ."lowcostvirtualjrealigrsystems"
for'games supplie☁rs'iike Saga and Blockbuster. Their
comrare is atso usedinsuch thingsasthe 'Eurotunnel
Experience☝ and in Project Elysium (with IBM) for usein
'non4ieisoreindustn☁ssi in January 1 995, Virtuaiity won a
£400K contract to supply Japan's largest advertising

production company with VB systems fora new ecologicat
centre; indeed Virtuality ctaims a "80% share of the
worldwide immersive VF? entertainment market".
Vtrtuaiity was oated in Oct. 1993 at 170p and the 'share
price has uctuated wildly since to a high of 361p and
then all the way back down to a low of 160p.
Assuming you are operating in actual reality, Wtdaiity☁s
share price has since risen again to 250p with a
capitalisation at the and of March 1996 of £69m. .

Vituality Group plc
Six Year Revenue
and Loss Record
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in Sept. 95, we headlined our report on the interims with
"Virtuality - Virtually in profit". Thiswas based on news
that Virtually had made a profit in 02 and was ☜on target
for a profitable year". Analysts - at that time - were
expecting a "modest" £300K PBT for the full year. But, in
the event, although Virtuality increased its revenues by
40% to £12.8m a loss before tax of £565K was reported
for 1995 (1994 loss £1.4m). But, ☜profit before
development☁expenditure amounted to £1.23m, compared
with a loss of £34K (restated) in 1994". Even though an
☜intangible asset" of £328K has suddenly appeared on
the batance sheet, FD Ftay ther assures us that this was
"boughfin software☝ ratherthan the dreaded capitalisation
of (part of) the R&D spend. indeed R&D expenditure
increased from £1 .56m to £1.9m.

Loss per share was more than halved to 2.1 p, compared
with 5.3p last year.

"The virtual reality industry is set to grow exponent/ally
over the next few years". Virtuaiity has 'based Itsstrategy
on developing strategic partnerships with companies such
as IBM, Kawasaki, Motorola and Philips☝. Indeed the full

year resuits were accompanied with news that Vinuality
had been "chosen by Kawasaki as the core technology in
a motorcycle simulator that will be aimed at driving schools
in Japan".
"With the infrastructure in place we are prepared for the

next stage of growth and indications point to a year of
further progress".  kNo profit forecast this time though!

  

Micro Focus
We first tracked Micro Focus☂ meteoric rise to a PBT of
£22.3m, a capitalisation of £300m and £58m cash in the
bank in 1992. We then tracked their equally meteoric fall.
We have been one of the very few analysts to warn of
troubles ahead at Micro Focus in every review for the last

three years. When others were forecasting profits of £13m
for 1 995 and Chairman Paul O☂Grady said his management
team "is a seasoned group of people who have gone
through periods of transition before" we reminded readers
that the last such transition produced a £2.8m loss.
in the event, the results for the year to 31st Jan. 96 were
as bad as we feared. Revenues reduced from £89.9m to
£77.3m as PBT of £8.7m last year was converted to a
loss of £6.5m. Micro Focus's legendary cash mountain
fell by £16.9m to (a still rather healthy) £39m.
The US suffered the biggest hit where revenues reduced

from £53m (59%) to £42.5m (55%).

Licence revenues fell even more sharply than the headlines
would indicate - both from the direct and indirect channels.
This particularly hit the sale of mainframe to PC offload
products - constituting 56% of Micro Focus' revenues -
which were down 15%. This meant that maintenance
revenues increased from 34% to 40% of the total.
But just to prove (it you still need proof) of the folly of
capitalising R&D, this year Micro Focus capitalised about
£1 Om of R&D but "amortization and accelerated write-offs

ofsoftware product assets exceeded amounts capitalised

by £2.8m'. In other words when things start to go bad,

capitalised R&D can make it EVEN WORSE. But Micro

Focus still has £17.9m of intangibles on its balance sheet.
We thought that Computergram (15th March 1996) rather
splendidly explained Micro Focus' problems as follows.

"Quite often companies complain that either the move away
from the mainframe has hit their figures, or perhaps a
slower than expected take-up of Windows .95, or more
recently still, the negative impact of thew is having on
their business. Not all three at once. But that is exactly
what Micro Focus is claiming has happened to it☝.

Mlcro Focus Group plc
Nine Year PET and EPS Record

Relative to 1988
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But by becoming a 'Web-based company" both internally
and in new external product offerings, O'Grady forecasts
a return to profitability "by the end of 1996'
STOP PRESS Just as we went to press. it wasannounced
that founders Paul Reynolds and Paul O'Grady have
resigned and replaced by Marcelo Gumucio as CEO and
J Michael Gullard as Chairman.
As a result the Micro Focus share price rose 57p and they
ended Mar. 96 up 12% on 6509 and a market capitalisation
of £98m ~ still a very tar cry from the heady £30m back in
1992.
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Sherwood recovery complete - AGAIN
Sherwood Computer Services ~ or Sherwood
International plc as we must now call them - has great
experience in the art of recovery from what appeared to
many as the jaws of disaster. The chart below tells it all.
Back in May 1993 Sherwood ComputerServices reported
☜record☝ PBT of £13m and the share price hit 310p. There
then followed nearly two years of bad news resulting in a
string of disposals as Sherwood put its house back into
order once again.
In March 1995 Sherwood formed ajoinlventure with lCL☂s
CFM subsidiary to ☜market FM and AM services into the
life, pensions and insurance sectors☝. In Nov. 95 the JV
then went on to win a £5.5mls year
outsourcing deal with Scottish
Provident UK.
In Dec. 95, Sherwood sold its 80%
stake in City Deal - its share dealing
and settlement service ~ to Cater
Allen. The transaction valued City
Deal at £7.25m. Sherwood recd
£5.8m + £550K loan repayments.
But it wasn't all disposals:

' in March 1995. Sherwood

announced that it had acquired
Beta Computers (Europe). This
gave Sherwood ownership ofthe
AMARTA toolset. But the venture
had been loss~making. The
consideration was £875K, which
seemed a-bit steep for a company

which lost £83K on revenues of
£97BK to 30m June 1994. Beta☂s
shareholders took it all in shares to
be kept for two years.
- Sherwood also became an exclusive distributorfor Cirls
- an Oracle-based underwriting and administration system.
The first UK user has since been signed.

Results for the year to (Her Dec. 95 were quite excellent

but just a little complicated by the disposals listed above.
Not unsurprisingly, revenues reduced by a minimal 3% to
£26.3m. But if you strip out the troubled Lioyds business
and the disposals, revenue increased by 10%.Back in
L1992 the troubled Lloyds insurance market represented

☁6 EPS

I PBT EPS
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to be in the UK as distributors are preferred overseas.

Sherwood Computer Services plc w
Eleven Year

PBT and EPS Record
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52% of Sherwood☁s revenues - in 1995 this had falten by
a further 25% to just 22% oi the total. On a like-ior-like
basis, operating profits (pre-excepiionals) increased by
83% to £1.65m and PBT was up 47% to £2.1m. it the
£4.8'm exceptional pro t made on the City Deal sale is
included PBT was £6.9m compared to just £79K in 1994.
EPS was 66.2p compared with a loss per share of 107;)
in 1994. The sale proceeds also meant that cash increased
from £1.6m to £6.6m.

Sherwood now has both the cash resources and the City
backing to consider further acquisitions. These are likely

an
Inn! to" two 1991 in: 1nd ion In;

Acquisition candidates will be in the core "insurance and

assurance" sectors. Finance Director Steve Bellamytold
us that no acquisition is currently in the stocks but a price
of up to £15m might be considered. He wants to do a 1/

3rd cash, 2/3rd share-type deal with the owners having to
keep the shares for period.
From that heady high of 310p, Sherwood shares hit a low
of 85p in 1994. Since then they have been one of the
best performers in the sector closing March 1996 on 232p.

  
Regent Associates moves into India
UK M&A specialists Regent Associates have formed a

new company in India in a JV with MSE. MD Peter Howell
said ☜For years investment traffic was all one-way...now
Indian organisations are looking abroad for expansion".
MSE CEO Mike Shah pointed out that the Indian SCSI

market:

☁ was growing at 50% pa.

- was the largest supplier of English speaking technical

staff after the US (Le. ahead of the UK)

0 is the 2nd largest exporter of software in the world

' has 50 high tech. companies quoted on the Indian Stock

Exchange-

Business seems to be booming at Regent Associates,

reflecting an equally buoyant M&A market. Latest accounts
to 31st Mar, 95 show revenues doubled to £2.38m. But
for those who may believe that M&A fees are too high.

PBT increased from £34K to a still rather modest £102K
and cash more than doubled to £339K.
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Microvitec
A few years ago Microvitec announced "a strategic decision
to position and refocus the business in the areas of
networking and software". Was this the major reason behind
the latest - really rather good - results?
In the year to 31 st Dec. 95 revenues increased by 25% to
£55.1m, PBT increased by 33% to £3.4m but EPS was up
by arather meagre 3% to 3.1;). However, this was in part
due to an increase in the effective tax rate from 23% to 32%.
R&D expenditure ♥ commendably written off to the P&L
account asincurred - increased by 12% to $2.1 m.
Networking was the real "star" with revenues up 54% at
£15.8m and operating profit up 66% to £1.9m. "Within the
software division, CSM Ltd. maintained its dominantposirlon
in the professional accountancy sector recording its highest
level of sales and profits for many years". Chairman James
Bailey is "con dent of the potential of the group".
Microvitec has acquired SCI Network Intelligence and See-
Phone video networking technology from Olympic
Communications for an initial £275K plus £100K deferred.

System House
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DRS Data & Research Services plc
OHS, which sold optical mark reading systems to schools,
was a new issue at two in April 1994. Soon after HM Govt.
stopped funding such purchases. In April 94 the founder
'cashed in £3.5mof shares.
Results for theyear to 315i Dec. 95 showed revenues down
26% at £6.5m, PBT of £594K compared with E1 .5111 in 1994
and EPS down 57%. Cash had decreased from £9m to a
still respectable £7.5m.
This was all summed up bythe Chairman as '1995 has
been ayear ofsubstentlalchange...some good, some bad☝.
Sales to UK schools did not recover but "we have,
nevertheless, managed our reduced business so as to
avoid operating losses".
To DRS' credit it has moved into new non-education~type
markets. Printing operations have been established in
Milton Keynes. Butthe entry intothe health market has not
done as well as expected.
It is going to take a long time to ☂retum to substantialpro t'.
DRS intends to "expand its capability to deliverautomaled
forms data capture products and services...to more

customers in more business sectors and in more countries
throughout the next few years".
If they do this, DRS might well be able ☜to earn goodprofils
whilst delivering excellent value☝.
DRS quickly rose to 120p after the issue. However after
the profits downturn. the share price collapsed to 22p. It

Flomerics
Flomerics specialises in software to predict fluid flow and
heat transfer with its products Flotherm and Flovent. Their
non-exec. Chairman is David Mann (ex CEO of Logica)

and their main shareholder is UK VC MTI.
In December 1995 Flomerics was one of the still quite
small number of UK SCSI companies to seek an AIM

listing. Launched at 130p they amazingly rose to 230p.

Results forthe yearto atst December 1995 reported PBT
up a minimal 2% at £416K. But this was at least ahead of
the £400K forecast at the time of the AIM placing.
Revenues had increased by 34% to £4.1m. So that even
now equates to decent 10% profit margin. EPS was
unchanged at 11p - compared with the forecast of 9.8p.
R&D expenditure - all expensed we are pleased to report
- increased by 55% to £787K. Flotherm revenues grew
by 29% - to represent 92% of revenues. Flovent revenues

more than doubled.

"The directors foresee goodprospects forcontinued strong
growth in revenues and earnings ".
Flomerics share price ended March 96 on 210p - a

   

khas since recovered to end March 96 on 32p.

Ahhh...
Following on from Alistair Crawford☂s (ex 050) desire to work
closer to home, Standard Platform☁s MD Iain Bowles has
resigned ☜to find employment nearer to his home base and
reduce the demands of tra vel☝. He clearly wants to ☜spendmore

time with his family" too. Share price fell by 28% this month.

 

premium of 62% on the issue price.

Outsourcing
How many of you who heard the Radio 4 File on Four
programme on outsourcing on 23rd Mar. 96 were as
annoyed as us with its total bias? We refused to appear

as we got fed up with the researcher☂s "I don☂t want to
hear about that, just tell me the things that go wrong☝.

To redress the balance, by 1998 56% of US and European

private firms will outsource their IT - compared with 65%

who outsource their legal function. We doubt if Radio 4
will make a programme about that! Source - Arthur Andersen
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Last year nearly 250 of the very top0805 from our industry
attended Richard Holway☂s annual presentation on the financial
state of the industry on behalf of the CSSA. It was considered by

W ☁ many to have been the best ☜networking event☂of the year. So please
☁- make a note of this year's date ~ 17th July. Starting at 5.30 pm, the
uevening at the London Portman Hotel includes dinner and drinks.

Also as usual a FREE place for every one who orders an advance copy

and The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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The 1996 Holway
Report will be available

from early June.

   
Beserve your copy NOW

Order form enclosed.

    

of the 1996 Holway Report or £97.50 + VAT from the CSSA.

II♥ ORDER FORM ☁I
From: Delivery address:

      

199§ Holway Report (available June 96)

C] One year's subscription o £295 per.
5 r n m tln I I r

Master copy at £5,600

 

CI Master copy @ £1750 (cheque with order only) E] Additional coples @9150 each

I] "4 - copy subscript/an☝ Q £590 p.a. E] Site licence c 21000 p.a.

Additional copies 0 £850 each
R (available now)

  

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd., 18 Great Austins,

|
|
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I System House

|
I
l
I
I
I FARNHAM, Surrey: GU9 8J0.

☜:3 Cheque enclosed [:1 Please Invoice my company
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